Combined Heat Transfer in High-Porosity High-Temperature Fibrous Insulations: Theory and Experimental Validation
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Combined radiation and conduction heat transfer through various high-temperature, high-porosity, unbonded (loose) fibrous insulations was modeled based on first principles. The diffusion approximation was used for modeling the radiation component of heat transfer in the optically thick insulations. The relevant parameters needed for the heat transfer model were derived from experimental data. Semi-empirical formulations were used to model the solid conduction contribution of heat transfer in fibrous insulations with the relevant parameters inferred from thermal conductivity measurements at cryogenic temperatures in a vacuum. The specific extinction coefficient for radiation heat transfer was obtained from high-temperature steady-state thermal measurements with large temperature gradients maintained across the sample thickness in a vacuum. Standard gas conduction modeling was used in the heat transfer formulation. This heat transfer modeling methodology was applied to silica, two types of alumina, and a zirconia-based fibrous insulation, and to a variation of opacified fibrous insulation (OFI). OFI is a class of insulations manufactured by embedding efficient ceramic opacifiers in various unbonded fibrous insulations to significantly attenuate the radiation component of heat transfer. The heat transfer modeling methodology was validated by comparison with more rigorous analytical solutions and with standard thermal conductivity measurements. The validated heat transfer model is applicable to various densities of these high-porosity insulations as long as the fiber properties are the same (index of refraction, size distribution, orientation, and length). Furthermore, the heat transfer data for these insulations can be obtained at any static pressure in any working gas environment without the need to perform tests in various gases at various pressures.

Nomenclature

\[ c \ ] = specific heat, J/(kg.K)  
\[ d_p \ ] = fiber diameter, m  
\[ d_m \ ] = gas collision diameter, m

---
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Introduction

Heat transfer through fibrous insulations has been the subject of great interest in the aerospace community because of their use in thermal protection systems (TPS) for moderate to high temperature applications. The fibrous insulation systems used are either in bonded or unbonded form. The unbonded form consists of loose fibrous insulation mats typically used in blankets, while the bonded form is manufactured by sintering fibrous insulation mats to obtain a rigid insulation. The advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRSI) blankets and the rigidized reusable surface insulation tiles on the Space Shuttle Orbiter are examples of unbonded and bonded fibrous insulations, respectively. The focus of this paper is on unbonded fibrous insulations even though the basic heat transfer formulation applies to both insulations of various compositions.

Heat transfer through these high-porosity insulations is composed of combined radiation and conduction heat transfer. Conduction consists of both solid and gaseous conduction. In fibrous insulations with densities of 20 kg/m³ or higher, natural convection is insignificant. Forced convection in fibrous insulations is insignificant in the absence of sufficient pressure gradient and flow path across the insulation. Solid conduction is the least significant component of heat transfer in high-porosity, unbonded fibrous insulations. Radiation and gas conduction are the dominant modes of heat transfer. Radiation’s significance increases with increasing temperature, and decreases with increasing insulation density. Gas conduction is negligible in a vacuum, and increases with increasing static pressure and temperature.

The standard practice for modeling heat transfer through fibrous insulations uses thermal conductivity measurements as a function of temperature and pressure obtained using either steady-state or transient techniques. The tabulated thermal conductivity data are then used for analysis and design of TPS. One shortcoming of this technique is that the generated thermal conductivity data are applicable only to the specific composition and gaseous test environment; if the density or gaseous environment is changed, a new set of data is needed. Furthermore, the measured thermal conductivity lumps the contributions of the various modes of heat transfer without providing any insight into the physics or the contribution of each heat transfer mode. The advantage of the physics-based modeling
presented here is to provide insight into the significance of various modes of heat transfer through the insulation at various temperatures and pressures, which can then be used for optimizing insulation designs. Furthermore, once the solid conduction contribution and extinction coefficient are known from measurements under vacuum conditions, thermal data may be generated for any insulation density at any pressure and temperature in any gaseous environment as long as the fiber properties are the same (index of refraction, size distribution, orientation, length).

Theoretical modeling of solid conduction through fibers and points of contact between them is difficult, therefore, various empirical and semi-empirical relations have traditionally been used. Modeling of gas conduction in fibrous insulations requires knowledge of characteristic length (pore size), and gas mean free path, and is well established. Modeling of radiation heat transfer through fibrous insulations is more complicated and has been the subject of numerous studies, with a comprehensive review of various radiation models provided by Lee and Cunnington. Significant work has been devoted to developing physics-based heat transfer modeling for bonded and unbonded fibrous insulations with various degrees of complexity. The simplest approach has been to use a combined radiation and conduction heat transfer model with radiation conductivity in terms of a Rosseland mean coefficient based on the diffusion approximation. Later models used more refined radiation models based on scattering intensity distribution from infinite cylinders from the solution of Maxwell’s equations. These more complex radiation models did not yield better agreement with experimental data, because they did not properly account for the two-dimensional scattering characteristics of fibers in the medium. Lee developed a rigorous formulation for scattering properties of fibrous insulations that accounted for the two-dimensional scattering characteristics of fibers, with the resulting radiation model using deterministic parameters that define the composition and morphology of the medium: distributions of fiber size and orientation, fiber volume fraction, and the spectral complex refractive index of the fibers. This radiation model is limited to the independent scattering regime, requiring detailed knowledge of fiber orientation with respect to the boundaries, and accurate spectral complex refractive index data. Up to the present, this formulation has only been successfully developed and validated for a silica fiber and a soda-lime glass fiber insulation.

The objective of the present work was to investigate whether simple thermal test data may be used to accurately estimate relevant parameters needed for combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in various optically thick unbonded fibrous insulations. The methodology consists of estimation of a semi-empirical solid conduction model from thermal measurements in a vacuum at cryogenic temperatures, and estimation of the specific extinction coefficient from steady-state test data in a vacuum at various temperatures between 300 and 1400 K. The standard gas conduction formulation is then applied to model heat transfer at higher pressures. This methodology was applied to silica (Q-Fiber®), alumina [Saffil™ and alumina paper (APA™)], zirconia (ZYF™), and OFI™ insulations. Validation of the methodology consisted of comparing the experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient of Q-Fiber with the theoretical formulation of Lee and Cunnington, and comparing estimated thermal conductivity with standard thermal conductivity measurements of Saffil and APA.

II. Analytical Approach

In the absence of forced or natural convection, the governing one-dimensional conservation of energy equation for the problem of combined radiation and conduction in a radiation participating medium is given by

$$\rho c \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( k_r \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) - \frac{\partial q_r^*}{\partial y}$$

(1)

where \(k_r\) is combined gas/solid thermal conductivity. For an optically thick medium, the diffusion approximation can be used resulting in the radiant heat flux of

$$q_r^* = -k_r \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}$$

(2)

Using this approximation Eq. (1) reduces to

$$\rho c \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right)$$

(3)
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where \( k \) is obtained by superposition of the thermal conductivities due to solid conduction, gas conduction, and radiation

\[
k = k_s + k_g + k_r
\]  

(4)

The formulation for each of the thermal conductivity terms is discussed in detail.

### A. Radiation

The radiant thermal conductivity for regular and opacified fibrous insulations is provided by Eqs. (5a) and (5b), respectively

\[
k_r = \frac{16\sigma T^3}{3\rho_e} \quad \text{(5a)}
\]

\[
k_r = \frac{16\sigma T^3}{3\left(\frac{\rho_e}{n_f^2} + \frac{\rho_o}{n_o^2}\right)} \quad \text{(5b)}
\]

The first and second quotients in the denominator of Eq. (5b) contain fiber and opacifier properties, respectively. Specific extinction coefficient is an intrinsic property of fibers and is a function of temperature, fiber material, fiber diameter, and fiber orientation. Typically, the extinction coefficient is a nonlinear function of temperature. The optical thickness, \( \tau_0 \), is defined as

\[
\tau_0 = \rho e L
\]  

(6)

Insulation can be considered optically thick only if \( \tau > 1 \), which is valid for insulation samples used in this study with optical thicknesses \( \tau_0 > 20 \).

The effective index of refraction of fibrous media and opacifiers is a strong function of fiber/opacifier volume fraction \( (f_v) \) and fiber properties, \( 15 \) and a weak function of temperature. The temperature dependence was neglected and a curve fit of the effective index of refraction with fiber/opacifier volume fraction was used, with the effective index of refraction increasing with increasing fiber/opacifier volume fraction. The effective index of refractions of silica, alumina, and ceramic opacifier were obtained from the index of refraction of these materials based on modeling by Caren, \( 15 \) and typically varied between 1.01 and 1.09, while the effective index of refraction of zirconia was not known. The specific extinction coefficients for the silica and alumina fibrous insulations and the ceramic opacifier used in OFI were estimated from the experimental data using a genetic algorithm-based parameter-estimation technique. \( 16 \) For zirconia, the combined quantity \( e/n^2 * 2 \) was estimated.

### B. Solid Conduction

An exact theoretical formulation of solid conduction for the fibrous insulation geometry is a formidable task because of the tenuous nature of the myriad of different paths of varying fiber lengths and cross sectional areas. A semi-empirical approach was used to model solid conduction heat transfer in unbonded fibers

\[
k_s(T) = F_s f_s b k^*_s(T)
\]  

(7)

which relates the solid thermal conductivity of fibrous insulation to the thermal conductivity of bulk fiber material, \( k^*_s \), and fiber volume fraction. The model assumes that the solid conductivity is independent of fiber diameter and varies with fiber volume fraction raised to a power, \( 5, 17 \) typically between 1 and 3. The parameter \( F_s \) is a global property that relates the micro-scale geometric effects of fiber matrix with bulk dimensions, and accounts for the various fiber path lengths, fiber arrangement, and fiber to fiber contacts, and is assumed to be temperature independent. \( F_s \) and \( b \) were obtained from thermal conductivity measurements in a vacuum at cryogenic temperatures (test condition with negligible gas conduction and reduced radiation).

### C. Gas Conduction

Gas thermal conductivity does not vary with pressure, but the exchange of heat from gas molecules to adjacent solid surfaces is influenced by the environmental pressure in the rarefied and transition flow transport regimes. Thus, an effective gas thermal conductivity was defined as \( 7 \)
\[ k_g(T, P) = \frac{k_{g0}(T)}{\Phi + 2\Psi \frac{\beta}{Pr} Kn} \]  

(8)

where \(k_{g0}(T)\) is the thermal conductivity of the gas. The parameter \(\beta\) is defined as

\[ \beta = \left(\frac{2 - \alpha}{\alpha}\right) \frac{2\gamma}{\gamma + 1} \]  

(9)

Since there is limited data for thermal accommodation coefficient between various gases and fiber materials, a thermal accommodation coefficient of unity was used for all the fibrous insulations and gaseous environments considered in the present study. Parameters \(\Phi\) and \(\Psi\) depend on the Knudsen number. \(\Phi = 1, \Psi = 0\) for \(Kn < 0.01\) (continuum regime), \(\Phi = 1, \Psi = 1\) for \(0.01 < Kn < 10\) (transition regime), and \(\Phi = 0, \Psi = 1\) for \(Kn > 10\) (free-molecular regime). The Knudsen number is defined as

\[ Kn = \frac{\lambda}{L_c} \]  

(10)

while the gas mean free path is

\[ \lambda = \frac{K_B T}{\sqrt{2m \pi} P} \]  

(11)

Once \(k_{g0}(T), Pr(T), \gamma(T)\), and \(d_m\) are known from literature, the gas conduction contribution in fibrous insulations can be easily calculated if the gas conduction characteristic length (pore size) is known. The pore size, \(L_c\), is not easy to define, therefore, an empirical formulation is typically used

\[ L_c = \xi \frac{d_p}{f_v} \]  

(12)

The constant \(\xi\) is either 0.524 for fibers randomly oriented in space,21 or 0.785 for fibers randomly oriented in planes.5 The latter was used in this study because it produced better agreement with experimental results. A comparison between experimental measurements of pore diameters and calculated values for fibrous materials is given by Kaganer.19

The analytical thermal conductivity in Eq. (4) is obtained by substituting for radiant, solid, and gas thermal conductivity terms from Eqs. (5a) or (5b), (7), and (8), respectively.

### III. Experimental Approach

Data reported here were generated using the steady-state thermal test setup at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) which provides effective thermal conductivity data with large temperature gradients maintained across the sample thickness. A limited set of thermal conductivity data was also generated using the transient radiant step heating technique mainly for validation of heat transfer models. The test samples and the measurement techniques are briefly described

#### A. Test Samples

Q-Fiber was the silica-based insulation used in this study. This is a well characterized insulation that is used in the AFRSI blankets. The mean fiber diameter is 1.3 \(\mu\)m. Effective thermal conductivity data at densities of 48.6, 68.8, and 95.6 kg/m\(^3\) with sample thicknesses of 13.3, 19.1, and 13.3 mm, respectively, were used. The effective thermal conductivity test data on the samples with densities of 48.6 and 95.6 kg/m\(^3\) had previously been reported elsewhere.20

Saffil with a mean fiber diameter of 4.5\(\mu\)m was one of the alumina-based fibrous insulations used in this study. Previously reported20, 2 effective thermal conductivity data on this insulation at various densities between 24.2 and 96.1 kg/m\(^3\) for sample thicknesses varying between 13.3 and 39.3 mm were used in the present study. Radiation heat transfer in Saffil had previously been modeled using the modified two-flux approximation with isotropic21 and anisotropic\(^3\) scattering, for higher-order radiation modeling of thin layers of low density Saffil located between reflective foils in high-temperature multilayer insulations.21
APA with a mean fiber diameter of 4.5 μm and a density of 107 kg/m³ was the other alumina-based fibrous insulation sample used in this study. The APA insulation was provided in approximately 1-mm thick sheets, and 25.4-mm thick samples were used for the effective thermal conductivity measurements.

Yittria-stabilized zirconia (ZYF) fiber insulation with a mean fiber diameter of 6 μm and a density of 267 kg/m³ was used. The ZYF insulation was provided in approximately 2.5-mm thick sheets, and a 25.4-mm thick sample was used for the effective thermal conductivity measurements.

OFI is a class of efficiently opacified fibrous insulation samples. The use of efficient ceramic opacifier particles embedded in fibrous insulation mats can significantly reduce the radiation component of heat transfer in fibrous insulations, thus making OFI an attractive insulation for low pressure applications such as sustained hypersonic flight or re-entry where most of the highest aeroheating occurs at altitudes with correspondingly low pressures. OFI samples have been produced by embedding the ceramic opacifiers in various fiber mats. The ratio of base fiber and ceramic opacifier can be tailored to provide an optimized insulation for the specific flight trajectory/aeroheating load. The specific variation of OFI discussed in the present study was manufactured by embedding opacifiers in Saffil with an overall effective density of 202.4 kg/m³. Effective thermal conductivity measurements were performed on a 25.4-mm thick sample.

B. Effective Thermal Conductivity Measurements

Steady-state effective thermal conductivity data with large temperature differences maintained across the sample thickness were generated in the LaRC thermal-vacuum testing apparatus, described in detail elsewhere. A schematic of the test setup is shown in Fig. 1. The main components are: a quartz lamp radiant heater array, an Inconel septum plate, a water-cooled plate, test sample, and refractory ceramic board insulation. The planar area of the water-cooled and septum plates is 304.8 × 304.8 mm. The insulation sample is typically 304.8 × 304.8 mm by 25.4 mm thick and is placed between the water-cooled and septum plates. Use of a test sample with such a large ratio of planar dimension to thickness ensures one dimensional heat transfer in the test setup, especially in the central region of the test assembly. The water-cooled plate is equipped with nine flush-mounted thin-film heat flux gages that provide simultaneous heat flux and temperature measurements, while the septum plate is instrumented with 23 metal-sheathed Type K thermocouples. Data from instrumentation located in the central 127 × 127 mm section of the test setup on the water-cooled and septum plates are used for the effective thermal conductivity measurements, while data from instrumentation located outside of the central region are used to assess deviations from one dimensional heat transfer in the setup. The average heat flux and temperature calculated from five heat flux gages located in the central region of the water-cooled plate provide the heat flux, \(q''\), and cold side temperature, \(T_C\), while the average temperature calculated from 11 thermocouples located in the central region of the septum plate provides the hot side temperature, \(T_H\). The effective thermal conductivity is then calculated from

\[
\frac{q''L}{(T_H - T_C)}
\]

For an optically thick insulation, the effective thermal conductivity is related to thermal conductivity through

\[
\frac{1}{T_H - T_C} \frac{T_H}{T_C} \frac{k_C T}{T_C} = k_e
\]

If thermal conductivity is a linear function of temperature, then the resulting effective thermal conductivity is the thermal conductivity calculated at the average temperature of 0.5 (\(T_H + T_C\)). But the thermal conductivity of the insulations studied here is a highly nonlinear function of temperature. Even though the test setup does not directly yield thermal conductivity, the measured effective thermal conductivities can be used in conjunction with the

![Figure 1. Schematic of steady-state test setup](image-url)
physics-based model of thermal conductivity according to the above equation to yield valuable data. It can be used to either validate heat transfer models, or estimate radiant/thermophysical properties needed in the heat transfer model. This test setup provides accurate, repeatable, one dimensional heat transfer data.

Tests were conducted with various \( T_H \) between 530 and 1360 K. At each \( T_H \) set point, tests were conducted at various static pressures between 0.001 and 750 torr in nitrogen gas. The average \( T_C \) for all the test data was 296.3 ± 10K. A detailed uncertainty analysis\(^{23}\) was conducted for each measured quantity: hot and cold side temperatures, and heat fluxes. The overall uncertainty consisted of the contributions of random and bias uncertainties for each measured quantity, and uncertainties due to spatial non-uniformity of spatially-averaged quantities. The average experimental uncertainty for data reported here was 7% with root mean square (rms) deviation of 16.6%. The highest uncertainties were at the lowest pressure and hot side temperature conditions (due to low signal to noise level associated with heat flux measurements at these conditions), and typically decreased with increasing pressure and hot side temperature.

For tests on ZYF and APA, four uncoated thin-foil thermocouples were installed at various heights through the sample thickness in the center of the test sample. Because these insulations are provided in thin sheets, it was easy to install the thermocouples between various sheets, and know the location of each thermocouple in the stack.

C. Thermal Conductivity Measurements

Standard thermal conductivity data were measured at a thermophysical properties laboratory using the transient radiant step heating technique referred to as the “three point method”, described in detail elsewhere.\(^ {24}\) This measurement technique was used to generate thermal conductivity data on Saffil and APA in the temperature range of 290 – 1173 K in a vacuum for validation of the heat transfer model. This measurement technique was also used on Saffil and ZYF for thermal conductivity measurements in a vacuum at cryogenic temperatures (130 to 270 K), for inferring parameters needed for solid conduction modeling. The reported uncertainty of these measurements was ±10%.

IV. Discussion of Results

A. Silica

The solid conduction model developed by Lee and Cunnington\(^6\) for Q-fiber was used in the present study. The measured effective thermal conductivity of Q-fiber insulation at densities of 48.6, 68.8, and 95.6 kg/m\(^3\) at 0.001 torr was used to estimate the specific extinction coefficient. At this low pressure, gas conduction is negligible, and radiation and solid conduction are the only significant modes of heat transfer. The low-pressure experimental effective thermal conductivity data as a function of \( T_H \) for the three sample densities is shown in Fig. 2. The symbols represent the measured data and the error bars represent the experimental uncertainties obtained from detailed uncertainty analysis for each data point. Average \( T_C \) for these measurements was 293 ± 10 K. The parameter estimation was accomplished by minimizing the sum of the square of differences between measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities. The predicted effective thermal conductivities were obtained by using various estimates of unknown parameters for the specific extinction coefficient to calculate the radiant thermal conductivity based on Eq. (5a), calculating the thermal conductivity according to Eq. (4), and then calculating the effective thermal conductivity based on Eq. (14) using the experimentally measured \( T_H \) and \( T_C \) as the integration limits. The variation of the experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient with temperature for this insulation is shown in Fig. 3 along with the theoretical results for fibers randomly oriented in space from Lee and Cunnington.\(^6\) There is close agreement between the experimentally estimated and theoretical data with rms deviation of 4.8% over the temperature range of 400 - 1500 K (maximum deviation of 6.2%), with the estimated
values slightly over-predicting the theoretical values at all temperatures. The estimated maximum uncertainty in the theoretical data is 4%, based on observed deviations from literature data for the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction of high purity vitreous silica with small diameter fibers.\textsuperscript{6} Given the uncertainties in both experimental and theoretical data, the close agreement between the theoretical and experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficients validates the experimental data and methodology used for estimating radiant properties from the experimental data. The experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient variation for this insulation was then used to calculate the predicted effective thermal conductivity variation at 0.001 torr for the three sample densities as shown in Fig. 2 using dashed lines. Also shown in the figure are the calculated effective thermal conductivities using the theoretical specific extinction coefficient data plotted using solid lines. The rms deviation in calculated effective thermal conductivity using the theoretical and experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient was 3.8%, with maximum deviation of 4.8%.

The contribution of gas conduction at higher pressures in nitrogen calculated from Eq. (8) was added to the radiation and solid conduction terms in Eq. (4), then integrated using Eq. (14) to obtain predicted effective thermal conductivities at higher pressures. The variation of measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities with \(T_H\) for the sample density of 68.8 kg/m\(^3\) at pressures of 0.1, 1, 10, and 750 torr is shown in Fig. 4. The rms deviation between measurements and predictions for all test pressures and temperatures for this sample was 4.6%, with rms deviations of 2.4, 3.9, 4.9, 4.3, 5.3, and 2.9% at pressures of 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 750 torr, respectively. The close agreement between measurements and predictions at various pressures validates the gas conduction model. Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall heat transfer model for Q-Fiber is validated over the density range of 48 to 96 kg/m\(^3\) and over the temperature and pressure range of 300 to 1400 K and 0.001 to 760 torr, respectively. The validated model can then be used to calculate thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and pressure in any gaseous environment at any density between 48 and 96 kg/m\(^3\). The calculated thermal conductivity of Q-Fiber at a density of 48 kg/m\(^3\) as a function of temperature for pressures of 0.001, 1, 10, 50, and 750 torr in air is shown in Figs. 5.

### B. Alumina

The solid conduction component of heat transfer for Saffil was estimated from the transient step heating technique thermal conductivity measurements on a sample at a density of 63 kg/m\(^3\) at temperatures between 180 and 300 K at 0.005 torr in nitrogen. At these lower temperatures the radiation component of heat transfer is minimal, therefore, providing the highest sensitivity for estimation of parameters needed for solid conduction modeling. The symbols in Fig. 6 represent the thermal conductivity measurements, which consist of contributions of both solid conduction and radiation. This experimental data was used to infer the relevant

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4.** Comparison of measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities of Q-Fiber as a function of \(T_H\) at a density of 68.8 kg/m\(^3\) at various pressures in nitrogen.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
**Figure 5.** Predicted thermal conductivity of Q-Fiber as a function of temperature at a density of 48 kg/m\(^3\) at various pressures in air.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** Predicted and measured thermal conductivity of Saffil at a density of 63 kg/m\(^3\) at cryogenic temperatures at 0.005 torr in nitrogen.
parameters for solid conduction, $F_s$ and $b$ in Eq. (7), with the resulting best-fit thermal model shown as the solid line in the figure. The ratio of solid thermal conductivity to total thermal conductivity, at this pressure and insulation density, varies from 0.6 to 0.2 between 180 and 300 K, and from 0.09 to 0.001 between 400 and 1500 K. Therefore, solid conduction is not a major contributor to overall heat transfer in this insulation for high temperature applications. The same is true for all the other high-porosity insulations considered in this study.

Saffil effective thermal conductivity measurements at a density of 24 kg/m³ at 0.001 torr pressure, shown as symbols in Fig. 7a, were used for estimating the specific extinction coefficient. The best estimate of variation of specific extinction coefficient with temperature for Saffil, shown in Fig. 8, resulted in the best fit of effective thermal conductivity shown as the solid line in Fig 7a. Results of theoretical modeling of the Saffil specific extinction coefficient using literature data for the complex refractive index of pure alumina departed significantly from the estimated values. As Saffil contains 4 to 5 weight percent of silica and its considerably lower density than pure alumina indicates there is probably microporosity in the structure which may have a strong effect on refractive index. To evaluate how well the radiation and conduction components of heat transfer have been modeled, the comparison of measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities at sample densities of 48, 72 and 96 kg/m³ at 0.001 torr pressure as a function of $T_H$ is shown in Fig. 7b. The rms deviations between measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities were 2.6, 8.3, and 1.5%, for data at sample densities of 48, 72 and 96 kg/m³, respectively. These rms deviations were typically within the experimental uncertainties. The close agreement between predictions and measurements at 0.001 torr indicates that the radiation and solid conduction components of heat transfer through this alumina fibrous insulation at various densities has been modeled satisfactorily.

Comparisons of predicted and measured effective thermal conductivities at pressures of 0.5, 2.5, 5, and 100 torr in nitrogen for a sample density of 48 kg/m³ as a function of $T_H$ is shown in Fig. 9. The rms deviations between measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities were 5.9, 3.8, 4.5, and 8.2% at pressures of 0.5, 2.5, 5 and 100 torr, respectively, with predictions typically matching measurements to within the experimental uncertainties. The rms deviations between measurements and predictions for data over all pressures and temperatures for sample densities of 24, 48, 72, and 96 kg/m³ were 6.1, 6.8, and 4.4%, respectively, with an overall rms deviation of 6.4% for data at all densities.

The heat transfer model for Saffil was then compared to the transient step heating technique thermal conductivity measurements using a sample at a density of 144 kg/m³. Comparison of predicted and measured thermal conductivities as a function of temperature for pressures of 0.005, 1, and 760 torr in nitrogen is shown in Fig. 10. The predictions matched the experimental data within the experimental uncertainty range, with 10% rms deviation between measurements and predictions, validating the heat transfer model. The specific extinction coefficient
estimated based on data at 24 kg/m$^3$ was found to produce accurate results for samples with densities between 48 and 144 kg/m$^3$. The validated heat transfer model can then be used to generate thermal conductivity predictions as a function of temperature and pressure in various gaseous media at various densities. Variation of thermal conductivity with temperature at various pressures for Saffil at densities of 48 and 96 kg/m$^3$ in air is shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, respectively.

It was assumed that the solid conduction model developed for Saffil was also applicable to APA. Effective thermal conductivity measurements of APA as a function of $T_H$ at 0.001 torr pressure for three different tests, shown in Fig. 12, was used to obtain the best estimate of the variation of specific extinction coefficient with temperature for this insulation, as shown in Fig. 8. The resulting predicted effective thermal conductivity for APA using this experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient is also shown in Fig. 12 as the solid line. The three tests consisted of one test on one sample (Test 1) and two repeat tests on a different sample (Tests 2 and 3). The error bars shown in Fig. 12 are the detailed experimental uncertainties for one of the tests. As can be seen from the figure the experimental data are very repeatable. The average $T_C$ for the data shown in the figure was 294 ± 7.6 K. Even though the fiber material and fiber diameter for Saffil and APA are nominally the same, their specific extinction coefficients are slightly different, as seen in Fig. 8, because of differences in fiber orientations for the two insulations. For one of the tests on APA, embedded thermocouples were used at the center of the test sample at non-dimensional heights of 0.22, 0.43, 0.65, and 0.87, with non-dimensional heights of 0 and 1 corresponding to cold and hot-side boundaries. The effective thermal conductivity at each one of these locations was calculated using the in-depth temperatures and their corresponding heights instead of $T_H$ and $L$ from Eq. (13). The variation of these in-depth local effective thermal conductivities with $T_H$ is shown in Fig. 13, along with the routine effective thermal conductivity measurements ($y/L=1$), and predicted effective thermal conductivities. The local effective thermal conductivities from embedded thermocouples closely match the predicted effective thermal conductivities derived based on hot-side temperatures. The in-depth local effective thermal conductivity data

![Figure 9. Comparison of measured and predicted effective thermal conductivities of Saffil as a function of $T_H$ at a density of 48 kg/m$^3$ at various pressures in nitrogen.](image)

![Figure 10. Variation of predicted and measured thermal conductivity of Saffil with temperature at a density of 144 kg/m$^3$ at various pressures in nitrogen.](image)

![Figure 11. Variation of predicted thermal conductivity of Saffil with temperature at various pressures in air at densities of: a) 48 kg/m$^3$, b) 96 kg/m$^3$.](image)
generated from embedded thermocouples could have also been used for specific extinction coefficient estimation, providing a higher number of data points for the parameter estimation. It was decided to only use this data to evaluate the quality of the standard procedure for determining specific extinction coefficient solely based on hot side temperatures. The predicted steady-state temperature distributions as a function of non-dimensional height through the sample for tests at six different $T_H$ at 0.001 torr pressure are shown in Fig. 14, along with the measured temperatures. The thermocouple at the non-dimensional height of 0.87 failed for the two highest temperature tests. Overall, there is excellent agreement between measured and predicted in-depth temperatures.

The heat transfer model for APA was then compared to the transient step heating technique thermal conductivity measurements. Comparison of predicted and measured thermal conductivities as a function temperature at a pressure of 0.005 torr in nitrogen is shown in Fig. 15. The predictions matched the experimental data well within the experimental uncertainty range of $\pm 10\%$, with rms deviation of 6.4\% between measured and predicted thermal conductivities, thus validating the APA heat transfer model. Using this validated model, thermal conductivity data for this insulation can be calculated at various temperatures and pressures in any gaseous medium. The variation of thermal conductivity of APA with temperature at various pressures in nitrogen and argon are provided in Figs. 16a and 16b, respectively.

So far the validity of the overall methodology for estimating specific extinction coefficients from the experimental data has been established by the data presented on Q-Fiber, Saffil, and APA. The same validated methodology was then applied to the remaining insulations, ZYF and OFI, to be presented in the following sections. It should also be noted that the methodology used here could have also been used in conjunction with standard thermal conductivity data (with small temperature differences maintained across sample thickness) instead of the effective thermal conductivity data with large temperature differences.
C. Zirconia

The semi-empirical solid conduction model for ZYF fibrous insulation was estimated using the same methodology as was used for the silica and alumina insulations based on cryogenic measurements at 0.005 torr pressure. Since the effective index of refraction of this insulation was unknown, the combined parameter $e/n^2$ was estimated for this insulation. The measured effective thermal conductivity measurements of ZYF as a function of $T_H$ at 0.001 torr pressure are shown in Fig. 17 as symbols. This data was used to infer the best estimate of $e/n^2$ for this insulation, shown in Fig. 18. The resulting predicted effective thermal conductivities using this specific extinction coefficient is shown in Fig. 17 as the solid line. Embedded thermocouples were also used at the center of this test sample at non-dimensional heights of 0.09, 0.27, 0.45, and 0.64, with non-dimensional heights of 0 and 1 corresponding to cold and hot-side boundaries. The variation of in-depth local effective thermal conductivities with temperature is shown in Fig. 19, along with the routine effective thermal conductivity measurements ($y/L=1$), and predicted effective thermal conductivities. The local effective thermal conductivities from embedded thermocouples closely match the predicted effective thermal conductivities derived based on hot-side temperatures. The predicted steady-state temperature distributions as a function of non-dimensional height through the sample for tests at seven different $T_H$ at 0.001 torr pressure are shown in Fig. 20, along with the measured temperatures. Overall, there is excellent agreement between measured and predicted in-depth temperatures. The variation of predicted thermal conductivity of ZYF with temperature in air at pressures of 0.001, 1, 5, 10, 50, and 760 torr is shown in Fig. 21.
D. OFI

It was assumed that the ceramic opacifiers embedded in the fibrous insulation mat would not have any effect on the solid conduction mode of heat transfer in this insulation. Therefore, the solid conduction modeling of Saffil was used for modeling this insulation. Since the radiant properties of Saffil have already been determined, the only unknown for this insulation was the specific extinction coefficient of opacifier. Effective thermal conductivity data were generated on this sample at 0.001 torr, shown as symbols in Fig. 22, and this data was then used to estimate best fit of specific extinction coefficient for the opacifier. The resulting predicted effective thermal conductivity data is also shown in Fig. 22 as a solid line. Despite large experimental uncertainties at the lower temperatures, the best fit predictions closely matched the experimental data. To evaluate the effectiveness of the opacifier in reducing the thermal conductivity as a result of attenuation of the radiation mode of heat transfer, comparison of thermal conductivity of OFI and Saffil at an effective density of 202.4 kg/m$^3$ as a function of temperature at 0.001 torr in air is provided in Fig. 23. It was assumed that Saffil could be manufactured at this higher density, and that the Saffil heat transfer model, validated over the density range of 24 to 140 kg/m$^3$, was applicable to this hypothetically higher density sample. The thermal conductivity of this OFI variation is on average 45% lower than Saffil at the same equivalent density. Therefore, the opacifiers are more effective in reducing the radiation mode of heat transfer than simply increasing the density of Saffil. Comparison of OFI and ZYF at an effective density of 267 kg/m$^3$ as a function of temperature at 0.001 torr in air is provided in Fig. 24. The thermal conductivity of this OFI variation is on average 97% lower than ZYF at the same equivalent density. Therefore, it can be concluded that the use of efficient opacifiers is highly effective in reducing the radiation component of heat transfer in fibrous insulations.

Validated heat transfer models have been developed for various fibrous insulation samples at various densities. The product of thermal conductivity and density provides a good comparative quantity for comparing the steady-
state effectiveness of various samples. For steady-state heat transfer the product of thermal conductivity and density has been shown to be proportional to the mass of insulation required per unit area.\textsuperscript{25} The product of thermal conductivity and density of the various samples studied here as a function of temperature at a static pressure of 0.001 torr is shown in Fig. 25. The data presented consist of Q-Fiber, Saffil, APA, ZYF, and OFI at densities of 96, 96, 107, 267, and 202.4 kg/m\textsuperscript{3}, respectively. OFI has the lowest \(\rho k\), therefore, requiring less mass per unit area for a specific application. Q-Fiber and Saffil have similar performance. APA performance is similar to Saffil and Q-Fiber up to 1000 K, but has slightly worse performance at higher temperatures. ZYF has the highest \(\rho k\) over the entire temperature range, but has much higher temperature capability. The long duration exposure upper temperature limit for Q-Fiber, Saffil, APA, ZYF, and OFI are 1370, 1760, 1760, 2200, and 1600 K, respectively.

V. Concluding Remarks

Validated combined radiation and conduction heat transfer models were developed for five unbonded fibrous insulations. The specific extinction coefficients for the optically thick insulations were estimated from steady-state thermal test data with a large temperature gradient across the sample thickness at 0.001 torr static pressure. The steady-state test setup was found to provide accurate, repeatable test data. The solid conduction phase of heat transfer for these insulations was determined using semi-empirical formulations in conjunction with standard thermal conductivity measurements in a vacuum at cryogenic temperatures. The experimentally estimated specific extinction coefficient for Q-Fiber was in good agreement with previously published theoretical data. The predicted thermal conductivity of Saffil and APA agreed well with standard thermal conductivity measurements using the transient step heating method. Once the radiation and solid conduction contributions are known from low pressure thermal data at 0.001 torr, the contribution of gas conduction at higher pressures for any gaseous medium can easily be calculated. It was shown that for low-pressure applications OFI was the most efficient insulation with the lowest product of density and thermal conductivity.
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